Parents consultation – March 2015
29 parents responded to an online survey as follows…

Yellow Submarine's programme provides good choice for
young people to take part in in a range of positive and
accessible school holiday activities?

Yellow Submarine supports young people's development
and empowers them to make a positive contribution in
their day-to-day lives?
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Yellow Submarine runs their activities in a way which
promotes keeping young people safe.
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10am - 4pm

What hours would you like our days to typically operate?

9.30am - 3.30pm
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The destinations families think we should go to as part of our "explore days" that their
son/daughter might enjoy...

Education based e.g. museum and science park
Live sports e.g. football matches
Community based e.g. fire station and library
Entertainment e.g. theatre and concerts
Thrill seeking e.g. theme park and rock climbing
Nature based e.g. safari park and sealife centre
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The things families think we should do, or introduce, into our "forest days" that their
son/daughter might enjoy…
Overnight camp, combining all skills
Navigational skills e.g. map reading and orienteering
Shelter building e.g. bivouac and tipi's
Campfire cookery e.g. damper bread and cowboy…
Outdoor craft e.g. whittling and clay work
Free exploration e.g. stream walking and tree…
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The things families think we should do, or introduce, into our "youth club days" that their
son/daughter might enjoy…
Self directed activities e.g. independent socialising…
Life skills e.g cooking, group discussions on keeping…
Accessing the community e.g. using public transport…
Creative activities e.g. song writing, film making,…
Arts and crafts e.g. collage making and jewellery…
Fun play e.g. water fights, gunge making etc
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The things families think we should do, or introduce, into our "multi-sport days" that their
son/daughter might enjoy…
Participants being part of either a "blue" or a…
Activities such as Yoga and Dance
Guest 'professionals' introducing unusual sports e.g.…
Team based sports e.g. boccia, rounders and…
Swimming, and pool based games
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Would you be interested if we started running an evening youth club, once a week, local to you,
in term time from September, for 13+ year olds, which was free to attend?
Yes
No
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“Other” suggestions as to how we could improve our 'school holiday programme'

“I can't think of anything as you already offer my son so many amazing opportunities.”
“Would really welcome activities for the expanding group of older "children", e.g. 19~20's who really
enjoy being together with their mates in supported in a safe environment.”
“Maybe 5 days & weekends can't get enough of Y Submarine, they are the best & the people they
employ are fantastic as they treat the youngsters as one of them & not a tutor/child relationship.
The youngsters feel free to express themselves in the knowledge that they are well cared for too.
Can't sing their praises enough! The only thing that has ever worked for my daughter.”
"I really think you have it right. It's important that J gets the opportunity to have fun whilst building
his confidence and social skills. The residentials are brilliant too. Yellow Sub is very important to J”
“I think it is varied and imaginative. I love the fact that these young people sometimes do things out
of their comfort zone”
"lunch time /picnic visits - cafes
night at the museum/hub...."
“I think the school holiday programme is excellent. The only issue we have is that we both work fulltime and it takes 45 minutes to get to Witney, so this is typically 3 hours out of our 'flexible' working
day to take D and pick him up. Will be easier when my husband retires next year!”
“R is about to be too old as he is 19 soon. We will greatly miss the school holiday programme.
When he was younger I would have loved some Saturday days on similar lines.”
“No. Again you are offering so much variety and it's great that it's be same programme for each
holiday (accept exploring days I guess!) because so many of the young children especially my
daughter really like to know where they are going to be based and which staff they will be seeing.”
“School holiday programme is great but the big gap is any regular weekend provision as this is when
our children have no opportunities to do anything outside the home or without their family”

